
LANDSCAPE DESIGN PRICE YOUR PROJECT REQUEST A CALLBACK

1. WE OFTEN USE OUR YARDS MOST IN THE EVENING
Close your eyes...that's what your yard looks like at night without landscape lighting. If you want to
enjoy the evening hours in your yard and be drawn outside to use those spaces you will need
some lighting to create the functional and aesthetic lighting that makes it happen. Create a resort
style ambience with lighting that let's you entertain into the evening.

2. SAFETY AND SECURITY
At a base level lighting provides safety and security. How? Moving about in your outdoor spaces at
night can be a hazard unless you install some landscape lighting to guide the way. Those transition
points and elevation changes beg for a light so you can see where you are stepping. Security wise,
a well lit yard deters break-ins and trespassing. A well lit home is less likely to be targeted as it
looks well cared for, always gives the appearance of someone being home, and those dark areas of
the yard are exposed leaving no easy entry points.

3. HIGHLIGHT YOUR FAVOURITE FEATURES
Whether in you home or outside the landscape can be enjoyed at night much more when your key
features are lit up. Enjoy the view of your water feature, lit up tress, patio spaces, and more from
the inside of your home when your landscape lighting makes everything come alive at night.  You
can create a view that rivals the balcony of your beach resort with well placed lighting...a postcard
picture in your own back yard!
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4. INCREASE YOUR CURB APPEAL
Be the envy of your neighbours and make everyone's head turn when they pass by your property.
Your curb appeal isn't just for the daytime, think of the impact your nighttime curb appeal will
have when you are the only house on the block lit up. On top of that, there is nothing more
welcoming and comforting than driving up to your home at night and seeing everything lit like
you are pulling up to a 5 star resort!

 

5. CARE FREE KIDS AND PETS
While you are winding down and the kids are outside playing you can know that they are safe and
can see what they are doing...more importantly you can see what they are doing because the
yard is lit up so you can keep an eye on them.  Also, our furry friends head out to do their
business and get outside, they don't need the light but you do. You can keep an eye on your pet
and make sure they aren't barking at the neighbour, eating your favourite plants, or snacking on
rabbit skat haha.
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BONUS - 6. LET'S BE HONEST...THE BONUS IS LANDSCAPE LIGHTING IS JUST SUPER
COOL...THE FIRST TIME EVERYTHING TURNS ON YOU WILL GET THAT OMG FEELING!
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